
i. LUGGAGE 

The sound of railway station announcements is heard. “The next train at platform four etc etc 
etc” Enough to tell us we are at a railway station and they continue throughout this. The 
announcements are generic, maybe recorded or performed live. 

The station announcements fade, the woman speaks in the dead pan, matter of fact manner of 
a railway station announcer 

Barbara: The woman standing at platform four is the late arriving survivor from 35 years of 
shitty marriage. Calling at Anticipation, Excitement, Love, Hope, Joy, Disappointment, 
Humiliation, Bereavement, Grief, Betrayal and Rage. Change at Rage for Bloody Retribution 
and Revenge. (Pause) Terminates at Revenge. 

The background announcements continue…she listens 

Barbara: (her speech is fluent but well considered, she is not pouring her heart out. More 
working out what her heart means and that she does carefully):  The thing about being 
middle aged, well, more precisely about being middle-aged and a woman is that no one 
notices you…you are invisible. Eyes slide over, round and through you.  Skim over you and 
onto something more noteworthy. 

And there are times when that is more useful than others. Useful now…..he never dreamed 
for a second how useful that would be now. 

Given enough covering fire; the presence of important people, Men, mainly.  Going to work, 
home from work, crowds and crowds of people who matter.... And one person who doesn’t.  

(she pauses, satisfied in her anonymity, her voice becomes sneering, quoting.) “You’re never 
noticed” he told me. “You’re invisible, you. Invisible. You are nothing. Useless. You are 
totally pointless. You could be the only person in a room, and someone could look in and 
think the room was empty, they wouldn’t see you. “ 

Long pause 

It’s like he gave me the idea himself. How can they catch you if they can’t see you? 

Pause filled by station announcements 

Every diminishment, every slight, however small, some I’d even forgotten came back in that 
moment.  “THAT’S your favourite film?...You silly bitch! You said WHAT? Did What? 
Speak up? How fuckin’ pathetic! No wonder our son left and never came back! I agree with 
him, I’d rather hang meself than have you as a mother!” 

So, I surprised him. I became the most visible person he’d ever met. I’ll bet he’d never seen 
anyone as clearly as he saw me in that moment. 

Pause filled by station announcements 



The first drop off was the worst. You can get used to anything they say and it’s true. You can. 
The fear becomes a buzz, and the buzz becomes a certainty. 

She looks around her 

They do not know. Would not think. Who could possibly tell? The same cloak of 
respectability that covered his crimes covers mine. 

She pauses listening to Station announcements 

I would like to apologise for the late running of the household at our house. This is due to the 
inability of the housewife to give a shit.  She winces almost imperceptibly as if to avoid the 
incoming blow. 

Again sneering, as if quoting “I’m not surprised he was a poof with you cooing over him all 
the time. He was never going to be a man, was he?” another slight, slight evasive gesture. 
She has learned not to overplay. 

Long pause. Station Announcements. She looks at the audience then looks at the suitcase. 

So, anyway. No more announcements. Nothing left to say. Too late, I did as our son kept 
telling me to: I left him. Pause  

After a fashion. Pause  

And so far I have left him at Kings Cross, Manchester International and now Leeds….. 

Station Announcement “This is a security announcement please do not leave any luggage or 
parcels unattended on the station concourse or platforms. Any unattended luggage or parcels 
may be removed without warning and destroyed. “ 

She listens, smiles and leaves. Laughing gently to herself and joining in softly with the last 
lines “removed without warning and destroyed. “ 

EXIT 

ii. COMMUTE 

Sound of train as heard from inside a train carriage. Initially loud to set the scene, becoming 
less so and settling itself underneath what follows. There is a woman is on the train, she 
speaks 

Woman: It's a bloody early start and frankly in the winter it is less than pleasant ..dark when I 
travel in...dark when I travel back...but the important point is, when I can see out, oh what I 
can see!... what I can see...When I can't see out, I know that it is all still there there...ebbing, 
flowing, dark and comforting. 

The Fife Coast from Kirkcaldy into Edinburgh is breath-taking. I even like the cranes and the 
oil rigs....some of the people that live down Largo way are quite sniffy about the oil rigs but I 
think they are magnificent and other worldly....like the tripods from War of the Worlds...but 



with less heat ray death and destruction....which is good. We have enough going on without 
that on top... 

The thing I find interesting about this bit of the Fife coastline, is how, as the coast falls away 
south from St Andrews it reaches peak posh around Elie and Earlsferry ( weekend destination 
of chief medical officers against their own advice ) and gets more industrialised/post 
industrialised/tortured remains of mining and shipbuilding, as it slides on south via Largo, 
Lundin Links and Leven to Kirkcaldy and then starts to pick up again as we get to pretty 
Kinghorn, Burntisland and the two Queensferries. It is almost as if you could map the house 
prices as the coast shows more evidence of a working class....thus explaining the attitude of 
the Largo lot to the oil rigs...anyway... 

In between the two Queensferries North and South, flows the Firth of Forth and between 
these points stands, fortunately for our purposes (for we are, after all, on a train) there, 
dominating the landscape, both physical and cultural, stands a vast expanse of iron oxide red 
Bridge.  

The Bridge. The Forth Railway Bridge. THE Bridge. 

All the bridges in the country have a number. This is so Network Rail can identify them all 
for repair and upkeep purposes, location and so on. They all have a number, all 35,000 or so 
of them, all the bridges; over-line, foot, side of line, intersection, underline bridges, all have 
numbers. All Except the Forth Railway Bridge. The Forth Railway Bridge is know only as 
The Bridge. For The Bridge is peerless and singular, soaring beautiful; upwards and 
outwards, upwards and outwards in turn, red and invincible against the sky.  

And here, as we bank to the right into Burntisland, The Bridge is visible in the distance, 
spanning the divide between the Kingdom of Fife and the outer reaches of Edinburgh. At this 
point the road bridges that run parallel to the object of my affection are placed, thank God, on 
the far side so as not to impede my view. However, as if desperate for attention they are 
capped by bright flashing lights that bleat "look at me".. "look at me" .."over here"... "don't 
look there, Look. At. Me"........... and I reply "HA! Fat chance! spindly cable road 
bridges...dream on....." but the reply is only in my head. I hope. 

In the months where daylight succumbs to winter, this is the point where I can no longer see 
the unlit Bridge, but unbeknownst to the desperate, needy road bridges it is their flashy 
posturing that reassures me of the presence of my love. Reassuringly present in the darkness.  

I love the Forth Railway Bridge. I do. I just love her, the way the Bridge seems to embrace 
and hold the train as it passes within her grasp. Nothing in the passage of 2 years has dimmed 
the pleasure of hearing the sound of the wheels change as we start to cross; the lifting of my 
spirits heavenwards as the glistening Firth of Forth can be seen through the Meccano struts as 
they flash by.  

You'd be surprised how many conversations get started during the process of crossing in the 
embrace of The Bridge. Those that know and love the Bridge smile indulgently and comment 
upon the enthusiasm of the newly enamoured as they take pictures and gaze out the windows 
of the captive locomotive. 



" When I was a wean we would drop coppers out of the window down into the Forth and 
make a wish.."  

"What did you wish for?" .... 

"That the train would stay on the bridge".... 

cue the cackling laughter of the seasoned traveller. 

And so far, they have. The trains. The trains into and out of Fife have stayed on the bridge. 
Unlike the ill-fated Wormit to Dundee which was lost with all souls on board when the Tay 
Railway Bridge collapsed in 1879, some 3 short years before the Forth Railway Bridge was 
opened.  

Now, whether the fact of our trains remaining securely in the iron embrace of the Bridge is 
thanks to many coins thrown or to many lessons learned and the slow creep of Health and 
Safety Legislation, depends on where you stand in that particular debate....Health and Safety 
may well have gone mad but in terms of the 3 Bridges over the Forth, the death toll stands, in 
order of construction; 73, 7 and 1 . Makes you think doesn't it? 

John did not come home from work that day. A grievous loss and heartbreak to all those that 
knew him. An investigation followed and thus there came narrative to the death of a working 
man. So it was in 2016 

In the 1880s and 90s There were 57 people acknowledged to have died during the building of 
The Bridge, but it was local historians who brought the total up to 73 in 2005, they followed 
the path of the people who didn't come home from work. One logbook of accidents and 
sickness had 26,000 entries, and hundreds of workers were said to have been left crippled by 
serious accidents. Maybe it is the voices of those lost that form the siren song of the bridge 
that calls me? 

I go to work, and I come home from work on the train, on the tracks that lead along the coast 
over The Bridge to Edinburgh and back to Fife again. The path of those who come home 
from work. The path brought to you by Health and Safety Legislation. Mad isn't it?  

Sound of train becomes louder, sustains for a moment and then fades  

iii THE TRAIN DEPARTING... 

Railway station sounds, this time indistinct echoing, muffled. As if being heard through 
hearing aids which are running low on batteries. The woman is in her 70’s/80’s elegantly 
dressed and immaculately turned out. She talks in pitch perfect RP with the manner of those 
women of a certain generation who are so pleased to have someone to talk to a journey; 
someone who isn’t attached to a mobile or a laptop, someone without headphones. 

Station sounds fade  

I’m so glad we are departing from Victoria Station. I hoped it would be from Victoria 
Station. I’ve had a long-held affection for it; friendly and familiar. Familiar yet... Imposing. I 
wonder what time we leave? 



Are there are no notices anywhere? I’m sure there were signs, there always used to be signs; 
signs AND announcements. Announcements you could actually understand! Ooooh and the 
steam!! The steam as the engines arrived!!!! The noise and the smell!!!; 

Not like that now of course; oh, there’s noise and lord knows there’s smell oh god yes! but 
not, you know - nice. 

I left that morning. Left. Put the baby in the pram. All the baby clothes packed into the space 
underneath the mattress, the nappies – no disposables then you know-all folded into the 
cavity in the body of the Silver Cross Carriage Built Pram; second hand of course, but Silver 
Cross none the less. And I walked. Walked from North Finchley. His mother lived in North 
Finchley. Walked from North Finchley to Victoria Station. 

We moved in with his mother when I got pregnant. When we were first married, we rented a 
lovely flat, but the landlord didn’t want a baby in the flat so…and his mother made the offer 
and…. 

She sold her three-piece suite before we moved in “so we wouldn’t get comfortable”. I was 
nine months pregnant and I sat only on dining chairs. It was the shape of things to come. 

My husband went out to work every day. His mum went out to work every day. I stayed in 
the flat. He gave his wage to his mother, she gave me ‘housekeeping’ each week to buy food 
and the necessaries for the baby. 

She had an opinion on everything, his mother. An opinion on everything, but mainly on me 
and my shortcomings.  Why did her son have to marry such a big girl?? Such a shy, stupid, 
clingy girl who has no idea how to be a mother?? God knows what that poor child will grow 
up to be…?? 

The day I had to go to the hospital for the baby’s twelve-week check I packed up all his 
clothes in the space under the mattress in the pram and I walked. 

Walked all the way from North Finchley to Victoria Railway Station to go home to Kent. To 
my Mother. Walking to my Mother. Away from him and his Mother; with my baby boy, his 
mother to her mother. 

station noises fade up for a moment, still indistinct . They fade again  

I forgot to bring my purse. I could not buy a ticket. No purse no ticket. At Victoria, so near, 
so near and unable to travel. I sat on a bench amongst the steam and the noise and I cried. 
Defeated, shy, stupid, clingy with no idea how to get to my mother, my mother who knew 
who to be a mother. And I cried. 

Through the tears, steam and noise there moved a figure; imposing and tall wearing a hat. A 
familiar sort of hat. A very familiar sort of hat. A hat that had been worn when looking over 
my accommodation at the BBC, a hat that I wished so desperately had not been worn at a 
visit to my BBC accommodation…. a hat that now I was so desperately pleased to see. My 
mother’s hat. 

“Katherine” you said, “What on earth are you doing?” 



It was my mother. Up to London to see her cousin, arriving unannounced and on the spur of 
the moment, looking down at her daughter weeping and broken on a bench. 

I was duly swept up, taken to the aforementioned cousin’s, baby and all and then onwards 
home to Kent. My husband was informed by my mother on the telephone afforded to our 
house in Kent by my job with the GPO and using her Scots, Clipped No-nonsense voice to 
“bring clothes for your wife this coming weekend and find suitable accommodation in 
London; then and only then will she and your son return to London to live with you” The 
suitable of “suitable accommodation”  enunciated in such a fashion as to leave no doubt as to 
the unsuitability of the current arrangement . 

And so it was. That is precisely what happened, I moved back to London, when a flat without 
his mother had been found. And so it went. Moving from council flat to council house as my 
husband’s career moved up the local authority housing ladder and the family increased in 
size. 

One baby became, 2 ,3, 4 and the family from 3 to 4 to 5 to 6.  Four babies turned to four 
adults and the numbers in the house decreased….. reverse order out of the house... 

Railway station sounds fade up for a moment, fade back  

Still no proper signs or announcements… but then maybe Victoria wasn’t the luckiest place 
on earth for me. 

I’ll just stay sitting here, I think. I feel quite tired now........well, when you get to my age... 

The children left to get on with their own lives and Peter and I got one with ours. The only 
man for me, my only lover: Well it’s how we did things in those days, but even if it hadn’t 
had been the ‘done thing’ I would’ve stuck with just the one. That One. The One. 

We met on a blind date, on a railways station; so handsome, so distinctive walking towards 
me, I’d know that walk anywhere now. I decided to meet at a railway station so that if I 
didn’t like the look of him, I could just jump back on a train... 

I didn’t expect him to die when he did. To be honest I hadn't really thought about him dying 
at all …I’ve outlived him by 30 years now…. more time without him than with…we had to 
wait until I was 21 so we could get married without my parent’s permission…that’s another 
story altogether. We haven’t enough time for that story. I haven’t got enough time for that 
story… 

So much noise and so much steam…steam and smoke and that smell at last 

And so familiar a figure coming through the steam. And I’d know that walk anywhere … 

Time to go. 

I always hoped it would be Victoria Station. 

 


